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Aqra Miegħi
Read With Me

- For Whom: Children (0 -3 years) + 
Parents / Carers

- Language/s: Maltese and English

- Where: Various Centres around Malta    
and Gozo

- To Check: Facebook (National 
Literacy Agency)

- To Book: phone 2598 2990 or email 

aqra.storja@ilearn.edu.mt

mailto:aqra.storja@ilearn.edu.mt


Seħer l-Istejjer
The Magic of Stories

- For Whom: Children (4 -7 years) + 
Parents / Carers

- Language/s: Maltese and English

- Where: Various Centres around Malta    
and Gozo

- To Check: Facebook (National Literacy Agency)

- To Book: phone 2598 2990 or email 

aqra.storja@ilearn.edu.mt

mailto:aqra.storja@ilearn.edu.mt


Ambaxxaturi tal-Qari
Reading Ambassadors

- For Whom: Children at primary schools/
Summer schools

- Language/s: Maltese or English



Xalata tal-Kitba

- For Whom: Children (7 -11 years) + 
Parents / Carers

- Language/s: Maltese or English

- Where: Various places of interest
(Heritage Matla)

- To Check: Facebook (National Literacy Agency)

- To Book: phone 2598 3318

or email suzanne.balzan@ilearn.edu.mt

mailto:suzanne.balzan@ilearn.edu.mt




We read to…

✓ To enjoy ourselves and relax.

✓ To discover/learn new places/things.

✓ To increase our vocabulary.

✓ To learn from others’ experiences.

✓ To acquire information – Weather reports – Newspaper articles –
Nutritional Values on products.

✓ To be able to do things – Recipes – Manuals – Instructions.

Is reading limited only to books?



Billboards

Posters Cereal boxesTraffic signs



Can we find the time
to read?

HOW?

Discuss



Presentation



Foundation of Success: 

Building awareness to words

People often think that reading begins with learning to sound
out letters. But most young kids are getting ready to read long
before they understand that letters stand for sounds. Reading
actually starts with kids tuning in to the sounds of spoken
words.

Reading a nursery rhyme or rhyming story with kids, helps
build the skill. So do rhyming songs, chants, and word and
movement games.



Rhyme Recognition

Direct modelling 

tfuħ - ruħ

zija – mija

Lara – ġamm

Children are presented other word pairs and asked if the 
two words sound the same or sound different.



Rhyme Recognition

You can then present three pictures and ask the child to select and say the 

two that rhyme. 

darnar kelb



Rhyme Recognition

Odd Word Out: Four words, three of which rhyme, are presented by the 

teacher. The child determines which word is the odd one that doesn't belong 

with the others.

dar mar tar
borma



Word, syllable, and phoneme counting

A big book.



Vocabulary Development

❑Vocabulary is a set of familiar words within a person's language.

Reading a wide variety of books is highly correlated with vocabulary size.

A child needs to encounter a word 12 or more times before s/he is able to 

know it and understand it.

Repeated readings can help young children’s vocabulary growth.

Reading aloud to your child.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Words
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language


https://www.storylineonline.net/

Storyline Online

Oxford Reading Owl

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

Choosing Books

https://www.storylineonline.net/




Different Types of Reading

Read Aloud

Paired

Independent





Retell Discuss

Act out



Decoding the Words

Once children can notice, understand, and work with single

sounds in words, they’re ready for the next step in

reading: decoding. It’s a skill that involves pairing sounds

with the letters that make them.

https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/reading-issues/decoding-what-it-is-and-how-it-works


Different Strategies for Decoding

• Look and Say Method

•Phonics Programme



Look and Say Method

The look and say method teaches children 
to read words as whole units, rather than 
breaking the word down into individual 
letters or groups of letters.

New words are gradually introduced to the 
child by letting him see the word, hear the 
word and see a picture or a sentence 
referring to the word.

Flashcards and pictures are shown 
repetitively to the child until he memorises
the pattern of the word.



What is Phonics?

It is another skill that schools use to start 
children off to read.

Different phonic programmes exist and your 
school chose the Big Cat Scheme.



Big Cat Scheme

Letter names and their sounds are
taught.

The sounds are taught together with
the actions.



1 s a t i p n

2 ck e o r m d

3 g u l h f b

4 ai j oa ee z w

5 oo oo ie v y ch

6 sh th th ng x qu

7   ar er ou oi ue or

Big Cat   - 42 sounds  & actions - 7 Groups



At the beginning, children sound out 
each word – /c/ /a/ /t/ - cat.

Children start to blend (join) sounds 
to form words.

Some words are not decodable –
tricky/fast words – my, she.



 After a number of sounds are taught, children are given new books to read.

Once this skill is grasped, we need to encourage children to read words
without breaking them up in individual sounds (Look and Say method is
used).



Sounds of the English Phonic Code



Strategies to decode...










